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ABSTRACT
We present a method for static program analysis that leverages tests
and concrete program executions. State abstractions generalize the
set of program states obtained from concrete executions. A theo-
rem prover then checks that the generalized set of concrete states
covers all potential executions and satisfies additional safety prop-
erties. Our method finds the same potential errors as the most-
precise abstract interpreter for a given abstraction and is potentially
more efficient. Additionally, it provides a new way to tune the per-
formance of the analysis by alternating between concrete execution
and theorem proving. We have implemented our technique in a
prototype for checking properties of C# programs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing; D.2.4 [Software Engi-
neering]: Software/Program Verification—abstract interpretation

General Terms
reliability, verification

Keywords
program analysis, testing, abstraction, theorem prover, abstract in-
terpretation, software fault injection, fabricated states, adequacy
criteria, coverage, state-based coverage

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been much interest in combining dynamic

and static methods for analyzing programs [28, 16, 8, 29]. Dy-
namic analysis (or testing) is based on concrete program execu-
tions andunderapproximatesthe set of program behaviors. That
is, if BP denotes the set of all behaviors of a programP then dy-
namic analysis explores a finite subset ofBP . Static analysis is
based on the abstract interpretation [6] of program behavior and
typically overapproximatesthe set of program behaviors. That is,
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static analysis has the effect of analyzing a superset ofBP , which
may includeinfeasiblebehaviors that cannot be exhibited by the
program.

The pros and cons of the two techniques are clear. If dynamic
analysis detects an error then the error is real. However, dynamic
analysis cannot provide a proof of the absence of errors. On the
other hand, if static analysis does not find an error (of a particular
kind) in the superset ofBP thenBP clearly cannot contain an error
(of that same kind). However, if static analysis detects an error, it
may be a false error as the behavior that induces the error may lie
outsideBP .

We show how to perform static analysis using a novel combina-
tion of dynamic analysis, abstraction, and an automated theorem
prover. Our technique is oriented towards finding a proof rather
than detecting real errors. As a result, it has the pros and cons of
a static analysis, but leverages dynamic analysis as its execution
vehicle.

Our method uses state abstractions to generalize the set of pro-
gram states gathered by monitoring concrete executions of a pro-
gramP . An automated theorem prover is used to check that the
generalized set of concrete states covers all potential executions of
P (essentially the setBP ) and satisfies additional safety proper-
ties. If this check succeeds, we have a proof that all executions of
the program satisfy the given properties.

However, if this check fails, our technique creates afabricated
concrete state from which we continue concrete program execution.
We use a model generator (a theorem prover that can produce con-
crete counterexamples) to create a fabricated state so as to increase
the coverage. Under some standard assumptions (detailed later)
our method is guaranteed to converge and obtain the same result as
a standard abstract interpretation of the programP . In particular,
our method produces the same amount of false alarms as a stan-
dard abstract interpretation (over the same abstract domain). It is
noteworthy that we can make this guarantee even if we prematurely
halt concrete execution in order to perform the coverage check. In
this way, we can control the amount of time spent executing the
program vs. the amount of time spent calling the theorem prover.

We make the following contributions:

• We explain the result of abstract interpretation in terms of
concrete executions and abstraction. This sheds some light
on the trade-offs that arise when combining dynamic and sta-
tic analyses.

• The result of our method is sound and as precise as the re-
sult of the most-precise abstract interpreter (over the same
abstract domain).

• We implemented our method in two platforms: the TVLA
system for generating shape analyses [24] and the XRT sys-



tem for generating unit tests [18]. The XRT implementation
supports all C# features including pointers and procedures. It
employs the Simplify theorem prover [10] and demonstrates
the feasibility of our approach.

• Our method provides an effective test for abstraction-based
adequacy of a test set, as defined by [12, 1].

• We show that our method can find safety proofs with much
simpler abstractions than those used by [29], which uses a
combination of concrete execution, abstraction and theorem
proving to find bisimilar abstractions of programs.

Section 2 gives a high-level overview of our method and illus-
trates it using a simple example. Section 3 formalizes our method
using the framework of abstract intepretation and describe a sym-
bolic algorithm for it. Section 4 discusses some of the practical
issues that arise when implementing the algorithm and describes
our implementation on top of the XRT infrastructure. Section 5
presents a set of examples illustrating the benefits of our approach.
Section 6 compares our approach to related work and Section 7
concludes the paper.

2. OVERVIEW
It is well known that the problem of proving safety properties can

be reduced to proving that a program point is unreachable, which is
undecidable in general. Fortunately, these properties often can be
proved using abstraction to overapproximate the reachable concrete
states of a program.

Abstraction and abstract interpretation [6] are key tools for au-
tomatically proving properties of systems, both for hardware [5,
9] and software systems [27]. An abstraction functionαmaps con-
crete program states to abstract states. An abstract state is reachable
if it is the abstraction of some reachable concrete state. Identifying
exactly the reachable abstract states is undecidable in general. Ab-
stract interpretation provides a way to compute asupersetof all
reachable abstract states. Thus, the result of abstract interpretation
can be used to check safety properties: if safety properties hold on
(a superset of) all reachable abstract states, then these safety prop-
erties also hold on all reachable concrete states.

2.1 Analysis Method
We propose a new method for computing a superset of all reach-

able abstract states. In contrast to abstract interpretation, which
“executes” the program on abstract states, our method executes
the program on concrete states, and then performs abstraction, as
shown in Fig. 1. Our method has five steps:

Execute.Given a programP and a set of test inputsT , execute
the program and collect the concrete program statesCT obtained
during execution.

Abstract. We say that an abstract state iscoveredby a set of tests
T if it is the abstraction of a concrete state reachable from some
state inT . Our method uses the abstraction functionα to obtain
the set of abstract states that correspond toCT : AT = α(CT ), i.e.,
AT is the set of abstract states covered byT .

Check Adequacy.We define anabstraction-based adequacy
criteria for a set of tests. A set of testsT is adequate under a
given abstraction if all reachable abstract states are covered byT .
Note that if a set of testsT is adequate then safety properties can be
(conservatively) checked onAT —the abstract states covered byT .

Figure 1: Overview of the method.CT denotes the set of con-
crete states reachable from the states inT . AT is the set of
abstract states covered byT , i.e.,AT = α(CT ).

Our method checks a condition that implies adequacy. We check
thatAT is invariant under the programP : if a concrete state is
represented byAT then its successor states also are represented by
AT . Formally, we check that for all concrete statesc andc′ such
thatα({c}) ⊆ AT andc′ is a successor state ofc in the program
P ,α({c′}) ⊆ AT . This condition is expressed as a logical formula
using strongest postconditions [11], such that if the formula is valid
thenT is adequate. The validity of the formula is checked using a
theorem prover.

Fabricate Tests.It is a fundamental (but often ignored) fact that
abstract interpretation proves properties about unreachable as well
as reachable abstract states. Testing can only cover reachable ab-
stract states. To make abstraction-based testing as powerful as ab-
stract interpretation, our method createsfabricated states, interme-
diate program states that are not necessarily reachable states of the
program.

More precisely, if the test setT is not adequate then there are
concrete statesc andc′ such thatα({c}) ⊆ AT andc′ is a suc-
cessor state ofc in P , but α({c′}) 6⊆ AT . Our method finds
such a statec′ using a model generator, i.e., a theorem prover that
produces a concrete counter-example for invalid formulas. Then,
our method augmentsT with c′ and repeats the process, as shown
in Fig. 1. This guarantees that the coverage increases in the next it-
eration, and that the process terminates with an adequate setT and
the correspondingAT (for finite-height abstractions or abstraction
with widening).

Check Safety Properties.We check, using a theorem prover,
whether the covered abstract statesAT satisfy the safety properties.
This safety check can be performed either as part of an adequacy
check, or after an adequate test set is obtained. If the safety check
succeeds for an adequate test set, we have proven safety properties
of the program based on the information obtained from executing
the test set. If the safety check fails, we report apotential error,
which may indicate a real error in the program or a false alarm, due
to the abstraction.

Our analysis (and abstract interpretation) does not distinguish
between a false error and a real error. It is possible to combine our
method (and abstract interpretation) with an analysis for classifying
potential errors into real errors and false alarms. In this paper, we



assume that the abstractionα is given. It is possible to combine our
method with abstraction refinement to find a suitable abstraction.

2.2 Example
We now illustrate our basic method using a simple example.

Consider the followingC procedurefoo which contains a null
pointer dereference error at lineG:

foo(int x, int y) {
int *px = NULL;

A: x = x + 1;
B: if (x<4)
C: px = &x;
D: if (px==&y)
E: x = x+1;
F: if (x<5)
G: *px = *px+1;
H: return;

}

The state space of this procedure is described by a quadruple
(pc, x, y, px), wherepc is the value of the program counter ranging
over the labelsA–H, x and y are the integer values of variables
x andy, andpx is the value ofpx of type integer pointer. To
simplify the exposition, we assume thatfoo can be called with
any integer valuesx andy, which defines the set of all possible
initial states. Whenfoo is called withx = 3, the statement at
label G will execute withpx = NULL, causing a null pointer
dereference. Note that the conditional at labelD always evaluates
false, so the assignment statement at labelE is dead code.

We use the following abstraction function:

α(C) = {(pc, x < 5, px = NULL) | (pc, x, y, px) ∈ C}

Here, a concrete program state is mapped to a triple of values for the
following expressions: the program counterpc (ranging over eight
labels), the predicate(x < 5) and the predicate(px = NULL).
A predicate evaluates to true (t) or false (f ). For a singleton setC,
we abuse the notations slightly by writingα(pc, x, y, px) instead
of α({(pc, x, y, px)}).

The abstract state space is finite, consists of8× 2× 2 = 32 pos-
sible triples. The reachable abstract states are shown in Fig. 2(a).
Our method does not construct these abstract states beforehand.
Instead, we execute the procedure on a set of tests and compute,
usingα, the abstraction of the concrete states encountered during
test executions.

Now consider executingfoo(2,0),foo(6,0),foo(11,0),
that define the test setT = {(A, 2, 0, NULL), (A, 6, 0, NULL),
(A, 11, 0, NULL)}. The test setT does not uncover the null-
pointer dereference in the program. The abstract states covered
by the execution ofT , denoted byAT , are marked in Fig. 2(a) with
bold-circles. Note that the error abstract state(G, t, t) is not inAT .

2.2.1 Finding a Bug
Next, we check whether the test setT is adequate underα. That

is, is the set of covered abstract statesAT an invariant? This check
fails, because there is a concrete stateb such thatα({b}) = (B, t, t),
a covered abstract state, from which in one step of the program it is
possible to reach a concrete stated such thatα({d}) = (D, t, t),
an uncovered abstract state. Using a model generator, our method
fabricates such a pair of concrete states, sayb = (B, 4, 0, NULL)
andd = (D, 4, 0, NULL). Execution from stateb leads to a null
pointer dereference error at labelG, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Thus,
our analysis reports a potential error. In this case the program con-
tains a real error, because the stateb is a reachable concrete state
(reachable from the initial state(A, 3, 0, NULL)).

2.2.2 Finding a Proof
Now, let us consider what our technique does on a version of

the above procedure obtained by modifying the conditional at label
B from (x < 4) to (x < 5), which eliminates the null pointer
dereference. Let us call the new versionfixed foo. The abstract
state space offixed foo, obtained using the abstraction function
α as before, is shown in Fig. 2(b).

Again, the set of covered abstract states is not an invariant. In
particular, there is a concrete stated′ such thatα({d′}) = (D, t, f)
from which in one step of the program it is possible to reach a con-
crete statee′ such thatα({e′}) = (E, t, f), an uncovered abstract
state. A pair that satisfies this constraint isd′ = (D, 4, 0,&y) and
e′ = (E, 4, 0,&y). Note that neither of these states is a reachable
concrete state, as the address of the variabley is never assigned to
the variablepx in the program, and thus the labelE is not reach-
able. However, in the abstract state space, the labelE is reachable
whenever the predicate(px = NULL) is false at labelD.

Concrete execution from the stated′ covers the additional ab-
stract states:(E, t, f), (F, f, f), and(H, f, f). At this point, our
method shows that the set of covered abstract states is an invariant.
This implies that the abstract states represent all reachable concrete
states offixed foo. Since these abstract states do not contain
the error state(G, t, t), we have found a proof that there is no null
pointer dereference at labelG.

Interestingly,(H, f, f) represents some reachable concrete states,
i.e., there exists a test input (not in our test set) that covers(H, f, f).
However, finding such an input is a non-trivial task, because to
cover(H, f, f) fixed foo must be called with preciselyx = 3
as an argument (and any value ofy). Random or symbolic path-
exploration techniques can be used to address the problem, but we
avoid this problem using fabrication. The abstract state(H, f, f)
is covered by a test execution that starts from the fabricated state
d′. It shows that we can benefit from fabricated states to discover
abstract states that are reachable via rare executions.

Moreover, execution ofd′ covers the abstract state(F, f, f),
which does not represent any reachable concrete state (although the
statement at labelF is reachable). Fortunately, all executions from
this abstract state are safe, becausepx is notNULL in this abstract
state. That is, the current abstraction shows the absence of errors
in all feasible executions as well as in some infeasible executions.
This shows the strength of our method: we obtain a proof using a
much coarser abstraction than the existing methods [29, 1] that are
based only on feasible executions. In this example, these methods
would unnecessarily refine the abstraction, even though the current
abstraction is sufficient to prove the absence of null pointer deref-
erences (and our method obtains a proof).

2.2.3 Finding A False Error
Now, let us show an abstraction function that is not precise enough

to prove the correctness of the (corrected) programfixed foo
above. Suppose our abstraction function is:

α′(C) = {(pc, x < 10, px = NULL) | (pc, x, y, px) ∈ C}

In this case, the abstraction function cannot precisely track the rela-
tionship between the value ofx and the predicate(px = NULL)
in the program. Fig. 2(c) shows the reachable abstract states for
this new abstraction function.

Using a theorem prover and a model generator, we find a con-
crete statef ′ such thatα′({f ′}) = (F, t, t) from which in one
step of the program it is possible to reach a concrete stateg such
that α′({g′}) = (G, t, t), an uncovered abstract state. A pair
that satisfies this constraint isf ′ = (F, 4, 0, NULL) and g′ =
(G, 4, 0, NULL). Note thatf ′ is not a reachable concrete state.



(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Reachable abstract states for (a) finding a null pointer dereference infoo using α(pc, x, y, px) = (pc, x < 5, px =
NULL); (b) finding a proof for fixed foo using α(pc, x, y, px) = (pc, x < 5, px = NULL); (c) finding a false er-
ror in fixed foo using α′(pc, x, y, px) = (pc, x < 10, px = NULL). Abstract states covered by the set of testsT =
{(A, 2, 0, NULL), (A, 6, 0, NULL), (A, 11, 0, NULL)} are marked with bold-circles.

Running the program from statef ′ will cause a null pointer deref-
erence to occur at labelG. At this point, our analysis reports a po-
tential error. This false error also would be reported by an abstract
interpreter using the abstraction functionα′.

Our analysis does not distinguish between a false error such as
this one, and a real error such as the one in Section 2.2.1. Both are
reported aspotentialerrors. In particular, our method may not dis-
cover the test input(A, 3, 0, NULL) mentioned in Section 2.2.1.

3. FORMAL DESCRIPTION
This section formalizes our method and compares it to the tradi-

tional static analysis by abstract interpretation. Section 3.1 quickly
reviews relevant terminology about abstract interpretation. Sec-
tion 3.2 presents an idealized version of our method and discusses
its basic properties. It does not provide an effective algorithm, as it
uses an incomputable operation. Section 3.3 discusses how to real-
ize the method as a symbolic algorithm which employs a theorem
prover and a model generator.

3.1 Abstraction and Concretization
Let C be a set of potential concrete states of programP . Let A

be a set of potential abstract values.
In abstract interpretation, we usually assume thatA forms a lat-

tice, with partial order⊑, meet⊓ and join⊔ operations (see Ap-
pendix A). In the previous section, we used a powerset lattice, in
which an element (abstract value) is a set of abstract states, ordered
by set inclusion⊆, meet is set-intersection∩, and join is set-union
∪.

An abstraction function α : 2C → A yields an abstract value
that represents a set of concrete states. Aconcretization function
γ : A → 2C yields a set of concrete states that an abstract value
represents. The partial order onA satisfies for alla, a′ ∈ A,

a ⊑ a′ ⇐⇒ γ(a) ⊆ γ(a′). (1)

The concretization and the abstraction functions form aGalois

connectionbetween2C andA, i.e., for alla ∈ A andX ⊆ C:

α(X) ⊑ a ⇐⇒ X ⊆ γ(a) (2)

This implies thatX ⊆ γ(α(X)) if and only if α(γ(a)) ⊑ a. That
is, abstraction followed by concretization potentially yields more
states, and concretization followed by abstraction potentially yields
a more precise abstract value.

Given an abstraction functionα, it is easy to define the corre-
sponding concretization function:γ(a) = {c | α({c}) ⊑ a}.
For example, using the abstraction functionα′ from Section 2.2.3,
γ({(G, f, t)}) = {(G, i, j,NULL) | i ≥ 10}.

To simplify the presentation, we assume that an abstract value
in A collectively describes states at all program points, rather than
having a separate abstract value for each program counter. This can
be achieved by encoding the program counter in the representation
of a concrete stateC, as we did in the previous section.

The programP defines a transition relation on concrete states
→P : C × C. Forσ, σ′ ∈ C, we say thatσ′ is a successor ofσ if
σ →P σ′. Intuitively, σ′ is a result of executing a single statement
of P in the stateσ. We define the functionfP : C → C as follows:

fP (X) = {σ′ | σ →P σ′, σ ∈ X} ∪ {X}

Note thatfP is monotone. We drop the subscriptP when it is
understood from the context. The set of concrete states reach-
able fromX ⊆ C is the least fixpoint off w.r.t. X, denoted by
LFPX(f).

Let I ⊆ C be the set of all possible initial states of a program
P . The meaning of the programP is the set of all concrete states
reachable from some initial state: LFPI(f).

An abstract valuea ∈ A is asoundoverapproximation ofP if a
represents all concrete states reachable fromI (but possibly other
states):

LFPI(f) ⊆ γ(a). (3)



[1]procedure basic(T0)
[2] a := ⊥
[3] T := T0

[4] while(true) begin
[5] C := Execute(f,T)
[6] a := a ⊔ α(C)
[7] if exists σ ∈ f(γ(a)) s.t. σ /∈ γ(a)
[8] then T := {σ}
[9] else return a
[10] end

Figure 3: The basic procedure. Here,T0, T, C ⊆ C, anda ∈ A.
If α(T0) = α(I), then the result of the procedure is a sound
approximation of P .

An abstract valuea ∈ A is invariant under P if

f(γ(a)) ⊆ γ(a) (4)

THEOREM 3.1. (Soundness)If an abstract valueb ∈ A is in-
variant underP andI ⊆ γ(b) thenb is a sound overapproximation
ofP .

3.2 Basic Procedure
Fig. 3 shows a high-level description of our method. Implemen-

tation details are discussed in the next sections. We assume that
the basic procedure is called with a finite setT0 of initial states
(T0 ⊆ I), such thatα(T0) = α(I).

Line [5] corresponds to theExecutestep, described in Sec-
tion 2.1. Formally,Execute(f, T ) returns a subset of the states
reachable fromT that contains at least the states inT :

Execute(f, T ) ⊆ LFPT (f) andT ⊆ Execute(f, T ). (5)

Note that it is not necessary (and sometimes impossible) to collect
all states reachable fromT . In particular, this step allows us to han-
dle non-terminating executions or very long running executions.

In line[6] the abstraction of the obtained concrete states is com-
puted usingα. This corresponds to theAbstractstep described in
Section 2.1. The procedure terminates when it is not possible to
fabricate a stateσ that satisfies the condition in line[7], i.e.,a is
invariant underP . This implies thata is a sound approximation of
the reachable states ofP (by Theorem 3.1).

Furthermore, the procedure computes the same abstract value
that is computed by the most-precise abstract interpreter ofP for
the given abstraction, as stated by the following theorem:

THEOREM 3.2. Letf ♮ : A → A be defined byf ♮ = α ◦ f ◦ γ.
The procedure in Fig. 3 computes the least fixpoint off ♮ w.r.t. α(I):
LFPα(I)(f

♮).

The particular choice of a fabricated concrete state in line[7]
does not affect the final result of the procedure, but it may affectthe
number of iterations needed to find the result, as explained below.

Let Sa be the set of all possible fabricated states for an abstract
valuea, i.e., the set of statesσ that satisfy the condition in line[7]:

Sa
def
= {σ | σ ∈ f(γ(a)), σ /∈ γ(a)}

In line [8], a single fabricated state is chosen fromSa. It is easy
to modify the procedure to work with several fabricated states to-
gether in the same iteration. Because fabricated states are not cov-
ered by the abstract values collected so far, the coverage strictly
increases in successive iterations.

THEOREM 3.3. If the latticeA has a finite height, the proce-
dure in Fig. 3 terminates.

Remark. If the latticeA admits infinite ascending chains (e.g.,
polyhedra [7]), it is possible to use standardwideningtechniques
to enforce and accelerate termination of our procedure, sacrificing
the precision of its result. Let▽ : A×A → A denote the widening
operator onA (see Appendix A). We replace line[6] with a :=
a▽α(C). The resulta of the procedure satisfies LFPα(I)(f

♮) ⊑ a,
but the resulta may be less precise than LFPα(I)(f

♮).
Choosing any state inSa strictly increases the coverage, but

some states increase the coverage more than others. Intuitively,
we would like to choose a fabricated state that covers as many new
abstract states as possible, “jumping” higher in the abstract lattice.
A good choice of fabricated states reduces the number of the itera-
tions of the procedure, and thus, the number of calls to a theorem
prover and a model generator.

3.3 Symbolic Procedure
For all abstractions we are aware of, the functionα is efficiently

computable given a (finite) set of concrete states, represented ex-
plicitly. Note that applyingα does not require the use of a theorem
prover.

Nonetheless, as mentioned before, the procedure in Fig. 3 does
not provide an effective algorithm. In particular, theγ operation
used in line[7] is not computable, asγ(a) may be infinite. We
now show how to implement line[7] symbolically, using a theo-
rem prover and a model generator.

Symbolic Characterization.Concrete program states can be
represented as logical structures, in which constant symbols model
program variables. Thus, sets of concrete states can be described
by logical formulas in some logicL (e.g., first-order logic). The
concretization functionγ can be expressed symbolically, i.e., for
everya ∈ A, there exists a formula inL, denoted bybγ(a), that
exactly representsa: for all σ ∈ C,

σ |= bγ(a) if and only if σ ∈ γ(a) (6)

In the example from Section 2.2, with abstraction functionα,bγ can be expressed as a quantifier-free first-order formula, inter-
preted over integers. The constant symbolsx and y model the
values of the corresponding program variables. The constant sym-
bolsA–H model each of the program points, and an additional
constant symbolpc models the program counter.1 Finally, the fact
px = NULL can be encoded with a corresponding Boolean. For
instance,bγ({(G, f, t)}) is the formula(pc = G) ∧ ¬(x < 5) ∧
(px = NULL).

Meaning of Program Statements.The meaning of a pro-
gram can be expressed as a formula transformer,SP : P ×L → L,
which defines the strongest postcondition [11]: for every formula
ϕ ∈ L, a concrete stateσ′ satisfiesSP(P, ϕ) if and only if there
exists a concrete stateσ such thatσ′ is a successor state ofσ in P
andσ satisfiesϕ. Intuitively, SP describes the result of executing
a single statement ofP on a state that satisfiesϕ. For example,
SP(x = x + 1, x > 5) is the formulax > 6.

Symbolically Checking for Invariance.Using thebγ and
SP operations, we can symbolically express the fact that abstract
valuea ∈ A is an invariant:

SP(P, bγ(a)) ⇒ bγ(a) (7)

1Not every interpretation of these constants is legal; to rule out
illegal interpretations ofpc, the following axiom can be used:pc =
A ∨ pc = B ∨ . . . ∨ pc = H.



The formula (7) is valid if and only ifa is an invariant.2

Given a programP and an abstract valuea, our method can au-
tomatically generate the formula in (7). Moreover, it can check the
validity of (7) automatically using a theorem prover forL. If the
validity check fails, then a model generator can be used to fabricate
a state that satisfiesbγ(a) and has a successor that does not satisfybγ(a). Formally, the fabricated state satisfies the negation of (7):

SP(P, bγ(a)) ∧ ¬bγ(a) (8)

For example, in Section 2.2.1, ifa is{(B, t, t)}, then the formulabγ(a) is (pc = B ∧ x < 5 ∧ px = NULL). The strongest post-
condition of this formula and the statementif (x < 4) at label
B is the formulasp

def
= (pc = C ∧ x < 4∧ px = NULL)∨ (pc =

D∧x = 4∧px = NULL). Clearly,sp⇒ bγ(a) is not valid. This
allows us to fabricate a state, sayd = (D, 4, 0, NULL), such that
d |= sp ∧ ¬(pc = B ∧ x < 5 ∧ px = NULL).

Symbolically Checking Safety Properties.In our setting,
the safety properties of interest also can be expressed by a formula
ϕ ∈ L. For example, in Section 2.2 the safety property can be
expressed by the formulaϕ

def
= ¬(pc = G ∧ px = NULL).

If a ∈ A is a sound approximation ofP , and the formulabγ(a) ⇒
ϕ is valid, then all reachable concrete states ofP satisfy the safety
propertiesϕ. In Section 2.2.2, our method obtains a set of ab-
stract statesa for which bγ(a) ⇒ ϕ is valid. In Section 2.2.3, one
of the abstract states covered by our method is(G, t, t), for which
(pc = G∧x < 10∧px = NULL) ⇒ ¬(pc = G∧px = NULL)
is not valid, and our method reports a potential error.

In practice, there are automatic tools for checking validity and
generating models (even if the logicL is undecidable), which have
certain limitations, as discussed in the next section.

4. TOWARDS A REALISTIC IMPLEMEN-
TATION

In this section, we discuss some of the practical issues that arise
when implementing the algorithm described in Section 3.

4.1 Program Analysis Infrastructure
Our method requires an infrastructure that supports: (1) monitor-

ing of concrete program states in concrete executions to compute
abstract state coverage; (2) symbolic execution of loop-free code
fragments to computeSP; (3) state manipulation to create fabri-
cated states.

Explicit-state model checkers such as SPIN [21], CMC [26],
JavaPathFinder [34], XRT [18], which perform systematic and ex-
haustive testing, provide a good starting point (though not all sup-
port symbolic execution). A model checker analyzes several execu-
tions of the program at once, and controls the order in which these
concrete executions advance (e.g., DFS, BFS). A model checker
usually manipulates a representation of concrete states, which comes
in handy for fabrication of states. Our implementation uses XRT,
see Section 4.5.

4.2 Cutpoints
Section 3 simplified the discussion by encoding the program

counter in the abstract value. This encoding allows us to keep
abstract states for each program point. In practice, it is not nec-
essary to track all program points. We can choose a designated set

2Alternatively, a formula based on the weakest (liberal) precondi-
tion can be used.

of program points, calledcutpoints, where the abstraction is com-
puted. As in deductive verification, a minimal set of cutpoints is a
set which cuts every cycle in a program’s control flow graph [15].

The runtime overhead of computing abstract state coverage de-
creases when there are fewer cutpoints. Furthermore, having fewer
cutpoints potentially improves the precision of our method, as the
abstraction of a composition of two statements is usually more pre-
cise than a composition of their abstractions.

The check that an abstract value is an invariant is adapted ac-
cording to the set of cutpoints: the strongest postcondition formulas
SP in (7) describe the result of executing a sequence of statements
from one cutpoint to the next (and not a single statement, as before).
Note that states are fabricated only at cutpoints.

Instead of checking the validity of a large formula (7), our method
can make several validity checks with smaller formulas,ψL, one
for each cutpointL. Intuitively, ψL describes a “local” invariant,
under the loop-free code fragment which starts atL. The formula
ψL involves only abstract states related toL and to the cutpoints
immediately followingL in the control-flow graph of the program.
Thus, in successive iterations, only the checks that involve the new
abstract states need to be repeated.

4.3 On-the-fly Abstraction
We previously presented execution and abstraction as separate

steps (line[5] and line[6]of Fig. 3). In practice, abstraction can
be computedon the flyduring program execution. The idea is to
monitor the execution: when a cutpoint is reached, we pause the
execution to compute the abstraction of the current state, conjoin
the resulting abstract value with the abstract value collected so far,
and continue the execution. This way, concrete states encountered
during program execution need not be stored (only abstract values
need to be stored).

4.4 Employing a Theorem Prover
The success of our method depends on having a theorem prover

and a model generator which can generate a concrete counterexam-
ple to validity of a formula. Technically, there are off-the-shelf au-
tomatic theorem provers that can be used, e.g., SPASS [35], Vam-
pire [30], Simplify [10]. Unfortunately, most such theorem provers
do not produce concrete counterexamples for invalid formulas (with
the exception of Darwin [3]). Instead, a separate tool for model
generation can be used (e.g., Paradox [4]).

For certain abstractions, the queries posed by our method can be
expressed in a decidable logic, which guarantees a (terminating)
decision procedure. Additionally, the following difficulties arise
when using theorem provers and model generators:

(A) The theorem prover might fail to prove validity of a (valid)
formula (e.g., Simplify [10] might return “invalid” for a valid
formula with quantifiers).

(B) The theorem prover might timeout without a conclusive an-
swer, because it exceeds the time or the amount of resources
allocated for it.

(C) The model generator might fail to fabricate a state that satis-
fies (8), (e.g., because the formula is, in fact, valid, but theo-
rem prover failed to prove its validity).

If a theorem prover fails (due to (A) or (B) above) when check-
ing safety properties, our method may produce a false error report.
Even if a theorem prover fails when checking that the abstract value
is an invariant, our method still tries to fabricate a state that satisfies
(8). If model generation succeeds, the analysis continues as before.



Failure of the model generator to fabricate a state can be handled
as follows:

• Fabricate a state that satisfies¬bγ(a). This guarantees that the
coverage increases in each iteration, and the analysis eventu-
ally terminates, but it might fail to produce the most-precise
result (because the fabricated state may not have a predeces-
sor in any covered state).

• Fabricate some concrete state, say using a random generator,
sacrificing both termination of the analysis and its precision.
However, if the analysis terminates, its result still is sound.

• Use a hybrid approach which combines concrete execution
and abstract interpretation, as discussed in Section 5.3.

4.5 Prototype Implementation based on XRT
We have implemented our method on top of the XRT frame-

work [18], an extensible framework for explicit and symbolic model
checking of programs, represented in Microsoft’s common inter-
mediate language (CIL). XRT processes .NET managed assem-
blies, and provides means for analyzing, rewriting, and executing
programs. Our implementation takes advantage of all these fea-
tures.

Our implementation uses predicate abstraction [17] (without re-
finement), and supports user-defined predicates. It also can auto-
matically generate a default set of predicates by a backwards data-
flow analysis from the conditional branches that infers the predi-
cates governing these branches.

In our implementation, predicates are defined as C# methods,
calledprobes. Probes return Boolean values, have no side-effects
and contain no loops or method calls. Each cutpoint is instrumented
to call the probe methods, so as to evaluate the appropriate predi-
cates on the current state. We compute the abstraction of the con-
crete execution on-the-fly: the XRT runtime pauses execution im-
mediately after a call to a probe method returns, and its return value
is used to update the abstract state.

When predicates are given as logical formulas, it is easy to im-
plementbγ for predicate abstraction, but in our case predicates are
given as CIL code. The symbolic execution of probe methods by
XRT gives a natural way to construct logical formulas for predi-
cates. The symbolic execution mode of XRT also provides strongest
postconditions that our method uses to check whether the abstract
value is invariant. To check validity, we use the Simplify theorem
prover [10]. To fabricate states, we implemented a naı̈ve model
generator within XRT, also based on Simplify.

Our implementation places cutpoints: (i) before each loop body
(to cut cycles); (ii) on entry and exit of every method, (iii) before
and after every method call, and (iv) at each program point that may
potentially violate safety properties, such as a pointer dereference
or an array access. To handle method calls, we have implemented
0-CFL Reachability [27], utilizing the cutpoints of (ii,iii).

5. WHY “BETTER TOGETHER”?
This section discusses some of the benefits of our method.

5.1 Unit-Testing with Fabrication
A major application of XRT is in the area of unit testing. There-

fore, to evaluate the implementation of our method, we adapted the
method to operate on a separate class using unit-tests for that class
(rather than analyzing a closed application using its test inputs). A
similar approach can be applied to analyze an open system or a
component.

public class BoundedStack {
private int[] elems;
private int size;
private int max;
...
public BoundedStack(int capacity) {

size = 0;
// fixme: if (capacity <= 0) capacity = 2;
max = capacity;
elems=new int[max];

}
public void pop() {
// fixme: if (size >= 0)
size--;

}
public void push(int k) {
int index;
bool alreadyMember;
alreadyMember = false;
for(index=0; index<size; index++) {
if(k==elems[index]) {
alreadyMember = true;
break;
}

}
if (alreadyMember) {

for (int j=index; j<size-1; j++) {
elems[j] = elems[j+1];

}
elems[size-1] = k;

}
else {

if (size < max) {
L1: elems[size] = k;

size++;
return;

} else {
return;

}
}

}
}

Figure 4: Implementation of a bounded stack using fixed-size
array (abbreviated). The comments show the code needed to
fix the errors.

The idea is to invoke each method of the class on all the concrete
states obtained on exit of any method of this class. We illustrate the
idea on the implementation of a bounded stack, used previously in
the literature.

EXAMPLE 5.1. Fig. 4 shows an abbreviated version of the code
that implements a bounded stack, using a fixed-size array.

A bounded stack can normally be ‘empty’, ‘partially full’ or
‘full’. We used predicate abstraction to capture these states, and
distinguish them from illegal states in whichsize is out of the
bounds ofelems.

The bounded stack supports the usual operations, but it does not
provide any exceptional behavior. Instead, if an operation is ap-
plied in an inappropriate state, it has no effect. For example, if the
stack is full, thepush operation has no effect. However, thepop
method incorrectly handles popping an empty stack. This problem
was not exhibited by the provided unit tests, becausepop is never
called with an empty stack.

We analyzed the class using our implementation based on XRT,
checking forIndexOutOfRangeException. In the first itera-
tion, our method fabricates a stateσ on exit ofpop, with an empty



stack. Then, it executes the methodpop again on the fabricated
stateσ, obtaining a new stateσ′ on the exit ofpop, with size < 0
(no runtime exception occurs). Then, it executes the methodpush
onσ′, causing anIndexOutOfRangeException on lineL1.

After fixing the error inpop, our analysis automatically proves
absence ofIndexOutOfRangeException in this example, us-
ing four fabricated states, and the default predicates, as mentioned
in Section 4.5. If the maximal size provided to the constructor is
negative, it throwsOverflowException exception, but this er-
ror should not be reported by the analysis, which tracks different
exceptions.

This example shows that our analysis can deal with unexpected
failures, e.g., when a concrete execution throws an exception that
is not tracked by the analysis. If such exception is thrown in a con-
crete execution, our analysis can fabricate any state in the following
program point, and continue the execution from it. This fabrication
is easy because it does not place any constraints on the fabricated
state. It provides a sound and (perhaps, surprisingly) most-precise
result, because behavior that is not modeled is treated by a sound
abstraction as if “anything can happen”.

Upon termination of the analysis, the abstract states on the entry
and exit of all methods are the same. This set of abstract states, in
fact, represents the class invariants, under certain conditions about
the class, stated in [25]. The analysis can output the inferred class
invariants in the form of logical formulas, by computingbγ of the
relevant abstract states.

Note that, as we are using state-based abstractions, our approach
cannot learn method-call order. Also, our method analyzes each
class independently of the actual clients of this class. The approach
may also report on potential errors, that do not occur in any actual
client of this class. The advantage of this approach is that it identi-
fies potential errors early in the development process, even before
the client is written. If our method succeeds, it provides a proof of
safety for the class in any client. This proof can be used to perform
assume-guarantee reasoning.

Also, in the setting of unit-testing, it is easier to classify a poten-
tial error reported by the analysis, because the context of all method
calls (a client code) is arbitrary. In the bounded stack example, real
errors were detected by a fabricated execution.

Recall that the purpose of fabrication is to find a proof faster.
Inherent to this approach is the fact that a fabricated state may be
unreachable from any initial state of the program. However, states
that are fabricated on a method entry can be used in unit-test gen-
eration.

5.2 Avoiding Unnecessary Abstraction Refine-
ment

We are not the first to demonstrate that concrete execution plus
abstraction can be used to verify program properties [22, 29, 1].
However, previous work in the area required much stronger ab-
stractions than necessary to verify the safety properties of interest.

One approach is to find an abstract system that isbisimilar to
the underlying concrete system, using automated refinement of ab-
stractions [22, 29]. For deterministic systems, this means that the
concrete system and abstract system have identical execution traces.
The advantage of [22, 29] is that it reports only real errors. How-
ever, this technique is often too strong for proving safety properties.
Even for proving a simple program, bisimulation might require a
complex abstraction generated via many iterations of abstraction-
refinement, whereas our technique can achieve proofs with a coarser
abstraction.

As an example, we apply our method to the Bakery mutual exclu-
sion protocol for two processes, which also was analyzed in [29].

Figure 5: Reachable abstract states of two-process Bakery pro-
tocol, using an abstraction functionx ≤ y.

The guarded command representation of the protocol is:

Process1 :
pc1 = A 7→ x1 := x2;
pc1 = B 7→ x1 := x1 + 1;
pc1 = C ∧ x1 ≤ x2 7→ pc1 = 3
pc1 = D 7→ pc1 = 0
Process2 :
pc2 = A 7→ x2 := x1;
pc2 = B 7→ x2 := x2 + 1;
pc2 = C ∧ x2 < x1 7→ pc1 = 3
pc2 = D 7→ pc1 = 0

A concrete state of the program is(pc1, pc2, x1, x2), wherepci is
the value of the program counter of processi, ranging overA−D,
andxi is the integer value of the ticket of processi, for i = 1, 2.

The safety property we check is that at most one processor can
be in the critical section:¬(pc1 = D ∧ pc2 = D). We use the
following abstraction function, based on the predicatex ≤ y:

αbake(C) = {(pc1, pc2, x1 ≤ x2) | (pc1, pc2, x1, x2) ∈ C} (9)

Fig. 5 shows the reachable abstract states. The abstract error
states(D,D, t) and(D,D, f) are not reachable. An explicit-state
model checker easily finds a concrete execution that covers the
states marked with bold-circles, starting from the concrete state
(A,A, 0, 0). Then, our method fabricates2 states:(C,B, 1, 0) and
(C,A, 0, 0). The first state covers the abstract state(C,B, f), and
the second state covers(C,A, t) and(D,A, t). At this point, our
method proves that the abstract states are invariant, and that they
satisfy the mutual exclusion property.

The initial abstraction used in [29] is the same as ours (9). The
method of [29] takes4 steps of abstraction refinement to find an ab-
stract state space that is a bisimulation of the concrete state space.
The bisimilar abstract state space contains36 abstract states, using
abstraction based on10 predicates. We have shown that the ini-
tial abstraction is sufficient to prove mutual exclusion (without any
abstraction refinement), and the state space has only17 abstract
states.



[1]n:=0;
[2]while(*) {
[3] if (*) {
[4] n := n+1;
[5] } else {
[6] if(n==500)
[7] assert(0);
[8] n:=0;
[9] }
[10]}

(a) (b)

Figure 6: (a) Example program, (b) Abstract state-space.

5.3 Hybrid Approach
For certain programs, concrete execution might go on for a long

time without covering a new abstract state, whereas abstract inter-
pretation makes progress in every step, but each step can be expen-
sive or can lose precision. An exciting application of our method is
its ability to address limitations of one approach using the other, by
interleaving concrete and abstract interpretation.

Recall from Section 3 that stopping concrete execution at any
moment does not affect termination or precision of the analysis. In
fact, to guarantee termination, it is sufficient to haveC := T in
line [5]. However, covering more abstract states per iteration will
reduce the number of iterations of the algorithm.

Our idea is to monitor how many new abstract states are covered
during concrete execution. If coverage is not increasing, the con-
crete execution can be paused to check invariance. If the abstract
value obtained so far is not invariant, a hybrid method can increase
coverage by fabricating a new concrete state and continue concrete
execution from it. In this way, we can control the amount of time
spent executing the program vs. the amount of time spent calling
the theorem prover.

For example, consider the code in Fig. 6, which uses the non-
deterministic choice operation (*). A concrete execution that iter-
ates through the loop500 times, always taking the true branch of
theif statement in line[3], and then, in the500 + 1 iteration,
takes the false branch, reaches the assertion in line[7]. If the
false branch is taken earlier,n is reset in line[8]. The assertion in
line[7] fails in rare executions with a long trace to the error. Such
errors are difficult to discover using an explicit-state model checker
or random testing. Our hybrid approach can skip the execution of
many loop iterations that do not increase coverage.

We use predicate abstraction with the predicatesn = 0, 0 <
n < 500, n = 500, andn > 500 for value ofn on line[3]. Note
that the predicates divide the concrete state space into4 partitions,
as shown in Fig. 6(b). Model checking quickly finds concrete ex-
ecution that covers the statesn = 0, 0 < n < 500, but then
the concrete execution stays within these abstract states. At this
point, the hybrid approach simply fabricates a state withn = 500,
and continues model checking from it, skipping the long execution
trace that leads to it. The model checker can easily find an exe-
cution through the loop body to line[7], and reports a potential
error.

This example shows how the hybrid approach can help finding
errors faster than concrete execution. Furthermore, concrete exe-
cution can be combined with abstract interpretation, when a model
generator fails to fabricate a new state that satisfies (8).

5.4 Beyond Predicate Abstraction
Our method is applicable beyond predicate abstraction. We have

implemented another prototype, based on the TVLA system [24].
The TVLA system performs abstract interpretation using canoni-

cal abstraction [31], and supports reasoning about recursive data-
structures. We have implemented a special-purpose model genera-
tor that uses canonical abstraction to guide the search for models.
For concrete execution, we use the TVLA system in a mode where
memory abstraction is disabled. This mode faithful simulates con-
crete state-space exploration for programs, which manipulate fields
and pointers, but not integer data.

As a proof of concept, we applied the prototype to TVLA bench-
marks that manipulate singly-linked lists. A concrete state de-
scribes a memory that contains linked lists. We used four test in-
puts, each with one linked list in memory: an empty list, and lists
of length1–3. The analysis proved the absence of null-dereferences
and absence of memory leaks (i.e., every allocated element is reach-
able from some program variable). Fig. 7 shows the results: num-
ber of fabricated states, abstract states upon termination, and the
maximal length of a list used by a concrete execution (either initial
test input, or a fabricated state).

In fact, it is sufficient to execute the programs on small lists, with
up to 7 nodes, to cover all reachable abstract states. The length
depends on the number of program variables that can point into the
same list. In other words, if the program has a error on a large list,
then it has an error on a small list, up to size7.

6. RELATED WORK

Automated Construction of Abstract Transformers.The-
orem provers have been used for the automated construction of ab-
stract transition systems [2, 20, 36, 33], especially in parametric
abstract domains, such as predicate abstraction [17] and canoni-
cal abstraction [31], where the abstraction is defined per-program.
In many cases, an exponential number of theorem prover calls is
needed to compute the effect of a single program statement on an
abstract value in the most-precise way.

Compared to these techniques, our method can reduce the num-
ber of theorem prover calls: it obtains abstract values via concrete
execution, which does not require theorem-prover calls. A theorem
prover is used only to check that an abstract value is an invariant
(7), which requires one theorem prover call per program statement.
If the check fails, then at least one new abstract state is covered in
the next iteration. In the worst case, our method might require as
many theorem prover calls as other methods. However, if an execu-
tion from a fabricated state covers several new abstract states, our
method terminates with less theorem prover calls.

The cost of a theorem prover call made by our method is com-
parable to other methods. However, the cost of a model generation
might be higher than the cost of a validity check.

Our method is most-closely related to the algorithm presented
in [33]. Both methods rely on a model generator to “fabricate” a
concrete state that (i) is not yet represented by the abstract value
obtained so far, and (ii) is reachable in a single step from it. In this
paper, we have identified a way to cover more abstract states using
a single fabricated state, by executing the program. The method
of [33] can be described by replacingC := execute(f,T)
with C := T in line [5] of Fig. 3.

Combining Dynamic and Static Analyses.Daikon uses
dynamic analysis to detect likely invariants [14]. It executes the
program on a test set, examining the values of the concrete states,
and detects patterns and relationships among those values. It re-
ports properties that hold over execution of the given test set, but
not necessary over all program executions. In [28], likely invari-
ants produced by Diakon are used with ESC/Java [23] verifica-



procedure fabricated abstract maximal description
states states length

search 2 21 5 searches a list for an element with a specified value
reverse 4 57 6 reverses a singly-linked list in-situ
insert 3 58 6 creates an element with a specified value and inserts it into an ordered list
getLast 3 36 6 returns a pointer to the last element of a list
deleteAll 1 14 4 deallocates all elements in a list
delete 8 110 7 deletes an element with a specified value from a list

Figure 7: Analysis results for methods that manipulate singly-linked lists.

tion condition generator and Simplify [10] theorem prover to prove
that these are indeed invariants. Our work is similar in spirit, but
uses fabricated states and abstraction to achieve proof via a fixpoint
computation where the Daikon-ESC/Java two-step process may fail
to find a proof.

Recent work combines random test generation and concrete ex-
ecution with symbolic execution and model generation [16, 32, 8].
These methods use symbolic techniques to direct the generation of
tests towards unexplored paths in order to find errors faster. How-
ever, these methods do not use abstraction, and in general cannot
find proofs in presence of loops.

Bisimulation and Weak Reachability.Concrete execution
and abstraction are used by [22, 29, 1] to find errors and verify
program properties. All errors reported by [22, 29] are real errors,
but the technique often is too strong for proving safety, as shown
in Section 5.2. Also in [29], concrete exploration stops when it
encounters a concrete state whose abstraction was already seen be-
fore. Our method continues exploration from such a concrete state,
and may discover abstract states that were not covered before.

Another way to achieve verification is to find an abstraction and
a set of testsT that cover exactly the reachable abstract states [1].
It requires that every abstract state be testable. This is a weaker
property than bisimulation but still stronger than our method, be-
cause our method using fabricated states may cover abstract states
that are not reachable (but required for a proof).

Test Adequacy.In contrast to the traditional white-box ade-
quacy criteria (e.g., [37]), we choose an abstraction based on the
property of interest, and then define adequacy with respect to the
abstraction. When used with a powerset abstraction, our adequacy
requirement appears to be a formalization of partition-based testing
with respect to an abstraction function, where each abstract state
represents a partition.

Recently, an abstraction-based adequacy criteriaAll-Abstract-
Stateswas introduced in [12], in the context of automatic test gener-
ation using a theorem prover, when the abstract states are provided
by static analysis. All-Abstract-States criterion implies the ade-
quacy criterion we defined in Section 1. Our algorithm provides an
effective way to check adequacy of a given test set.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Our method can be viewed as bridging the gap [19, 13] between

testing and verification.
Our method finds the same potential errors as the most-precise

abstract interpreter for a given abstraction. Additionally, it provides
a new way to tune performance by alternating between concrete
execution and symbolic reasoning (theorem proving).

We plan to investigate how the information obtained from fabri-
cate states can be used to (i) generate useful test inputs, (ii) classify

potential errors into false alarms and real errors, and (iii) guide ab-
straction refinement. Another direction is developing metrics based
on fabricated states, which provide feedback on the quality of the
code and its test set. Also, it is interesting to study the correlations
between fabricated states and failures.
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APPENDIX

A. LATTICE OPERATIONS
A lattice is a partially-ordered set closed under meet and join

operations, defined as follows. LetA be a set with partial order
⊑. An elementa ∈ A is a lower bound of a setX ⊆ A if, for
everyx ∈ X, a ⊑ x. Themeet operator, denoted by⊓, yields the
greatest lower bound with respect to⊑; i.e., for every setX ⊆ A,
⊓X is a lower bound ofX, and for every lower bounda of X,
a ⊑ ⊓X. Similarly, an elementa ∈ A is anupper bound of a set
X ⊆ A if, for everyx ∈ X, x ⊑ a. Similarly, thejoin operator ,
denoted by⊔, yields the least upper bound with respect to⊑; i.e.,
for every setX ⊆ A, ⊓X is an upper bound ofX, and for every
upper bounda of X, ⊓X ⊑ a.

A widening operator onA is defined as a (partial) function▽ : A×
A → A satisfying: (i) for eachx, y ∈ A, x ⊑ x▽y andy ⊑ x▽y;
and (ii) for all increasing chainsy0 ⊑ y1 ⊑ . . . the increasing chain
defined byx0

def
= y0 andxi+1

def
= xi▽yi+1 is not strictly increasing.

B. PROOFS
LetD be a lattice with⊑,⊓, and⊔ operations. For a monotone

functionh : D → D, LFP(h) denotes the least fixpoint ofh, i.e.,
the elementd ∈ D such thath(d) = d and for alld′ ∈ D, if
h(d′) = d′ thend ⊑ d′. Also, fori ∈ D, LFPi(h) denotes the least
fixpoint of h w.r.t. i, i.e., the elementd ∈ D such thath(d) = d,
i ⊑ d, and for alld′ ∈ D, if h(d′) = d′ andi ⊑ d′, thend ⊑ d′.

THEOREM B.1. (Tarski Theorem, 1955)Letf : D → D be a
monotone function.

LFP(f) = ⊓Fix(f) = ⊓Red(f) ∈ Fix(f)

where

Fix(f) = {a ∈ D | f(a) = a}
Red(f) = {a ∈ D | f(a) ⊆ a}

A useful corollary of the previous theorem is stated in the fol-
lowing theorem:

THEOREM B.2. (Park’s Theorem) For a ∈ D, if f(a) ⊑ a
then LFP(a) ⊑ a.

LEMMA B.3. Leth : D → D be a monotone function, i.e., for
all d ∈ D, d ⊑ h(d). Let h′ : D → D be defined byh′(X) =
h(X) ⊔ i, for i ∈ D. Then, LFPi(h) = LFP(h′).
Proof: Let x be LFPi(h). By definition of LFP,h(x) = x and
i ⊑ x, and we get thath(x) ⊔ i = x ⊔ i = x, that is,h′(x) = x.
Similarly, from the minimality condition of LFPi(h) for x we get
the minimality of LFP(h′) for x. Thus,x is LFP(h′).

Let x be LFP(h′). By definition of LFP,h′(x) = x, and using
the definition ofh′ we get thath(x) ⊔ i = x. It implies thati ⊑
x and h(x) ⊑ x. By assumption,x ⊑ h(x), thus,h(x) = x.
Similarly, from the minimality condition of LFP(h′) for x we get
the minimality of LFPi(h) for x. Thus,x is LFPi(h).



LEMMA B.4. For x, i ∈ D, if h(x) ⊑ x and i ⊑ x then
LFPi(h) ⊑ x.
Proof:Fromh(x) ⊑ x follows thath(x)⊔ i ⊑ i⊔x, buti⊔x = x
becausei ⊑ x. Let h′(x) be defined byh(x) ⊔ i, thenh′(x) ⊑
x. By Park’s Theorem (Theorem B.2), we get that LFP(h′) ⊑ x,
and by Lemma B.3 we get that LFP(h′) = LFPi(h). Therefore,
LFPi(h) ⊑ x.

LEMMA B.5. Letf ♮ : A → A be defined byf ♮ = α◦f ◦γ. Let
a♮ denote LFPα(I)(f

♮). If α(T ) ⊑ a♮, thenα(LFPT (f)) ⊑ a♮.
Proof: By Tarski Theorem, LFPT (f) can be computed by itera-
tively applyingf to T . In other words, there existsk such that
fk = LFPT (f). We prove by induction onk thatα(f i(T )) ⊑ a♮.
The base case, fori = 0, α(f0(T )) = α(T ) andα(T ) ⊑ a♮ by
assumption.

By inductive hypothesis,α(f i(T )) ⊑ a♮, and from (1) it fol-
lows thatγ(α(f i(T )) ⊆ γ(a♮). By Galois connection ofα, γ we
get thatf i(T ) ⊆ γ(α(f i(T )), thusf i(T ) ⊆ γ(a♮). Becausef
is monotone, we can apply it to the both sides to getf i+1(T ) ⊆
f(γ(a♮)). From (1) it follows thatα(f i+1(T )) ⊑ α(f(γ(a♮))),
butα(f(γ(a♮))) = f ♮(a♮) = a♮ becausea♮ is defined as the least
fixpoint off ♮. Thus,α(f i+1(T )) ⊑ a♮.

Theorem 3.1(Soundness)If a ∈ A is invariant underP andI ⊆
γ(a) thena is a sound overapproximation ofP .
Proof: By definition of invariant underP , f(γ(a)) ⊆ γ(a). Using
Lemma B.4, whereD is the powerset ofC, x is γ(a), andh is f , we
get that LFPI(f) ⊆ γ(a), i.e.,a is a sound approximation ofP .
Theorem 3.2Let f ♮ : A → A be defined byf ♮ = α ◦ f ◦ γ. The
procedure in Fig. 3 computes the least fixpoint off ♮ w.r.t. α(I).
Proof: Leta♮ denotes LFPα(I)(f

♮).
LetTi andai denote the set of concrete statesT and the abstract

valuea, respectively, in iterationi of the algorithm. Initially,a0 =
⊥ andα(T0) = α(I). For i ≥ 0,

ai+1 = ai ⊔ α(LFPTi
(f))

Ti+1 = {σ} such thatσ ∈ f(γ(ai+1)) andσ /∈ ai+1

Assume that the procedure terminate aftern iterations. From the
termination condition follows thatf(an) ⊑ an.

First, we prove that upon termination of the procedure,a♮ ⊑
an.3 Initially, α(I) ⊑ a0, and in each iterationai ⊑ ai+1 by
construction in line[6], thusα(I) ⊑ an. Using Lemma B.4,
whereD is A, x is a, andh is f ♮, we get that LFPα(I)(f

♮) ⊑ an,
that is,a♮ ⊑ an.

Second, we prove that for alli ≥ 0, ai ⊑ a♮. The base case:
initially, α(T0) = α(I) andα(I) ⊑ a♮, by definition ofa♮. Us-
ing Lemma B.5 we get thatα(LFPT0

(f) ⊑ a♮. Recall thata1 =
α(LFPT (f)) ⊔ ⊥. Thus,a1 ⊑ a♮.

By inductive hypothesis,ai ⊑ a♮. To prove thatai+1 ⊑ a♮, it is
sufficient to show thatα(LFPTi

(f)) ⊑ a♮, becauseExecute(f, Ti) ⊆
LFPTi

(f). Recall thatTi ⊆ f(γ(ai)). By (1) we get thatα(Ti) ⊑
α(f(γ(ai))) = f ♮(ai). From the inductive hypothesisai ⊑ a♮ and
the fact thatf ♮ is monotone, we get thatf ♮(ai) ⊑ f ♮(a♮) = a♮,
becausea♮ is the least fixpoint off ♮. Thus,α(Ti) ⊑ a♮, and by
Lemma B.5 we get thatα(LFPTi

(f)) ⊑ a♮.

3It also implies the soundness of the procedure.


